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Dora Network Limited Dora Network is a high-performance public blockchain dedicated to the execution of dApps with high-

concurrency. Dora Network improves the performance from three aspects: Vertical Expansion, Horizontal 

Expansion and DVBC consensus. It is without transaction fees and compatible with EVM to enable fast 

migration of existing dApps. Through horizontal expansion, Dora Network’s performance can reach millions 

of TPS.

https://dora.network tyler_kot@yahoo.com; 

tyler@dora.network

Dragon Law Limited (T/A 

Zegal)

Zegal is an online platform for Startups and SMEs to generate legal and business documents quickly and 

efficiently.

http://dragonlaw.com.hk/ oliver.boote@dragonlaw.com.hk

Earth Channel Limited Our product is a services platform to connect financial institutions targeted for SME customers through a 

common Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) services framework. We help to 

transform the KYC process in financial institutions from a traditional cost-centre to a value-added function 

through business collaborations.

www.ech.hk wk@ech.hk

EmerTech Limited Development and integration of blockchain-based business software solutions: anti-counterfeit system, 

blockchain-based PKI and others security systems, trust distribution systems, digital proof of ownership 

systems, electronical ledger applications, consulting and user traning (see attached presentation)

www.emertech.hk d.dmitriev@emertech.hk

Gekko Artificial 

Intelligence Limited

It aims to make financial analysis faster, more cost-efficient and more objective with the help of machine 

learning algorithms.  It quantifies massive amount of daily fundamental stock-related events into 

actionable metrics which could be used to formulate trading ideas and input for trading algorithms for 

professional investors and institutions.

http://www.gekko.ai/ hoyu.cheng@gmail.com

iDisclosure Artificial 

Intelligence (HK) Limited

LegalX empowers their customer to collaborate real-time and reproduce high-value workflows, with tight 

access control, document management and insanely fast search capabilities.

www.legalx.ai gene.liu@legalx.ai

iFinGate Limited “iFinGate” is positioned as a homegrown RegTech pioneer, innovating the automated system to streamline 

the compliance process, converts the compliance policies and regulations to execution steps, real time 

checks on compliance breaches and performs AI-enhanced 24-7 news monitoring.

https://www.ifingate.com/ william.lam@fundingreach.com

International Compliance 

Workshop Limited

Our platform consolidates big data of compliance related information include factories and products, as 

well as regulations and standards. We are developing artificial intelligence, and blockchain to enhance the 

overall performance of the marketplace platform. We got revenue from subscriptions and also commission 

per projects from Testing and Certification Bodies

www.icw.io gary.lam@icw.io; cathy.chen@icw.io

IWILL TECH LIMITED iWill assists the users to establish wills with ease.  In order to empower the public to plan for the future and 

leave their love and blessings, they are committed to helping customers to draft their wills with ease, low 

cost and high security.

https://makeiwill.com/ lokinchiandy@gmail.com

LEAPXPERT LIMITED With the LeapXpert messaging B2C platform, clients monitor, record and own all communication activities 

between employees, clients and their organization.  Employees can send text, voice and file messages to 

client’s messengers: WhatsApp, WeChat, Telegram, Line and others. Compliant. Integrated. Secure.  

LeapXpert is a B2C Federated Messaging Orchestration Platform (FMOP). FMOP elevates messaging to a 

formal business communication channel, similar to calling or emailing.

https://www.leap.expert dima@leapxpert.io

Regtics Limited Regtics is developing a compliance solution to assist financial institutions in complying regulatory 

requirement using AI and big data technology.

www.regtics.com ming.lau@regtics.com

RISKflo Asia Limited RISKflo’s Cloud based collaboration and workflow platform (RISKflo Discovery) automates GRC information 

collection, multi-stakeholder review, challenge and approval processes. It simplifies and digitises complex 

GRC communication and decision-making processes that are fragmented by organisational silos, 

hierarchies and geographies.

https://riskflo.com martin.kelly@riskflo.com

felix.cheung@riskflo.com.au

Tess Asia Limited Tess International is group of companies based in Malaysia and have been focusing our business on Anti 

Money Laundering or Regulatory solutions.  Our business covers many countries in South East Asia, such as 

Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia, Myanmar, Philippines, Vietnam and Malaysia.  We are about to explore the 

Hong Kong and China market.

www.tessinternational.com aubrey@tessinternational.com

THE STRAITS NETWORK 

LIMITED (LYNK)

A knowledge technology firm that connects users with the most relevant domain experts for on-demand 

knowledge sharing. 

http://lynk.global/lynk.hk evan@lynkpeople.com

TranslateFX Limited TranslateFX is developing AI software to translate legal texts between languages. Our service is instant, uses 

accurate and consistent legal terminology and concepts, and focuses on confidentiality.

www.translatefx.com sam@translatefx.com

TRUSTME CHAIN 

CORPORATION LIMITED

trustME Chain Corporation Limited, has pioneered the blockchain technology and launched the first 

business blockchain platform “trustME” in Hong Kong. With substantial commercial knowledge and 

experience across many industries, trustME platform was designed to be a robust and yet highly scalable 

business platform that can be adopted by small to enterprise organization that support not only in Hong 

Kong, but Greater bay Area, China and Taiwan.

www.trustmechain.com koeychung@trustmechain.com

Unissoft Technology Co. 

Ltd.

NAS: Your NAS on cloud; Retrieve your archives anywhere anytime

iNAS is hosted on Microsoft Azure, serving mainly the Small and Medium Enterprises and schools in the 

region. Not only can iNAS help you with secure data storage, but it also provides a platform for you and 

your colleagues to share and manage the company files. Be it the need for safe confidential information 

encryption or simple paper-based office premises, iNAS is the hand you reach out to.

www.inas.online aldous_ng@unis-vitova.com

Yimei Research and 

Technology Limited

Yimei provides a platform where participants can fulfill these regulatory requirements in a cost effective 

manner.  At the same time, the platform can be adaptive to different vagaries due to different regulations, 

products or the specific requirements of the participants.  Their iconic eKYC module serve as a framework, 

which not only solve the mystery of KYC process, the solution also create the ecosystem platform to fulfill 

the compliance challenges for both Corporate and Regulatory policies on a single platform.

https://yimei-rt.com/ james.yau@frontier-

rt.com;ysenfai@netvigator.com

Examples of the Tech companies in Cyberport Community

For more details, please visit iStartup Portal, a one-stop platform designed to connect tech start-ups to investors and users seeking innovative solutions:
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